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Body, Spirit & Mind

"Heartwarming even on the fifth read." Myself / Condè Nast
Kofi the rhinoceros is angry. At the moon shining in his face, at the wind, the clouds, the sun, and all the animals
around him. One day his grandfather suggests making a trek to the sea, something Kofi used to dream about doing
long ago.
The journey to the ocean becomes a journey towards self-knowledge. With his grandfather's help, Kofi succeeds in
addressing the rage which has been poisoning his life, making himself and others miserable.
Kofi learns how to heal his own heart ...
The book is aimed at people who are interested in the art of living and philosophical self-help books, but who do not
only want non-fiction on this topic.
Reviews
"A literary how-to manual for life.
Light and easy storytelling – with philosophical depth." Südwestrundfunk
"The Litte Prince has been reborn as a rhinoceros." buchperlen.de
Oliver Bantle was an editor at the national newspaper Süddeutsche Zeitung.
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A book that gives comfort and hope
Wolf takes leave of his pack. He is going to the moor to die. On his final journey he remembers the things that made
his life rich and full:
Friendship and love.
Sorrow and hope.
Power and longing.
Joy and pain.
In the evening he reaches the moor – and a surprise awaits him ...
The book is aimed at people who are interested in the art of living and philosophical self-help books, but who do not
only want non-fiction on this topic.
Reviews by readers (amazon)
"The last goodbye – a difficult topic wonderfully handled." "Wisdom in wolfs`s clothing." "For young and old."
Südwestrundfunk (SWR, Southwest Broadcasting) calls Oliver Bantle`s debu
Rhino Kofi - The Art of Forgiveness a "literary how-to manual for life."
Oliver Bantle was an editor at the national newspaper Süddeutsche Zeitung.
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